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Memory．Taipei
- Reading Yin Zhaoyang’s Works

Written by Gu Haoyu

In spring 2007, Yin Zhaoyang came to Taipei, and created 13 paintings with the theme of Taipei 

based on this experience. The paintings are categorized into three major themes, which are 

architecture, landscape, and figure (Teresa Teng). The architectures and landscapes are the images 

of Taipei visually perceived by Yin Zhaoyang; and the figures are the impression of Taipei in Yin 

Zhaoyang’s memory.  More precisely, the 13 paintings are more like his depiction of Taiwan, and 

because it was Taipei where he visited, so he constructed images that belong to Taiwan with what 

he saw in Taipei and the images of Teresa Teng, which has an intimate significance for the artist.

In fact, Yin Zhaoyang’s paintings often narrate a combination of what’s before his eyes (at the moment) 

and his memory (past).  The detailed records of our every day life are written based on the observation 

of new things and the accumulated memory of the past. As we reflect on Yin Zhaoyang’s works, it seems 

that he is portraying this state, in other words, as life continues, he recollects and experiences 

all passage in life. The first time when Yin Zhaoyang was noticed by the audiences of China and 

Taiwan was probably in the series of “Cruel Youth”.  Nevertheless, the language of painting that Yin 

Zhaoyang developed at that time was quite different from the artworks of the same era which depict 

the arbitrary exploitation of youth or self-infliction. In the painting “Youth Is Far Gone”, Yin Zhaoyang 

portrays the male body that has gained slight weight while pondering the moment and remembering 

the past youthful years. The painting is a calm confrontation and reflection of one’s life, rather than 

“cruelty”. Afterwards, in the series artworks depicting the theme of Mao Zedong, Yin Zhaoyang 

included his own image in the paintings, sometimes walking on the street and sometimes sitting at 

the corner. Mao Zedong acts as an important role in Yin Zhaoyang’s childhood memory. However, 

the memory does not conflict with the moment, but exist simultaneously in his everyday life (Figure 1). 

Therefore, when Yin Zhaoyang describes Taipei (Taiwan) using Teresa Teng’s portrait as the 

subject, it gives creative meanings to the painting.  For many Taiwanese who grew up during the 

same era as Yin Zhaoyang (born in 1970), there might be something that would represent Taiwan 

better than Teresa Teng. Yet, when Yin Zhaoyang was growing up, Teresa Teng’s voice was the 

most genuine idea or maybe the most direct feelings towards Taiwan. The first impression of Taiwan 

and many imaginations derived from the singer’s photograph will not change after seeing the present-

day Taiwan personally. The Teresa Teng portrayed in Yin Zhaoyang’s painting is the appearance 

and figure of Teng when she was young. By using colors in black, white, and gray, and the depiction 

in crosswise brush stroke, it creates a vague image as though the figure exists in the memory of the 

past. We wonder whether Yin Zhaoyang’s first memory of Taiwan was registered because of Teresa 

Teng’s pure and sweet voice.

If Teresa Teng is Yin Zhaoyang’s memory of Taipei (Taiwan), the series of Taipei architecture and 
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landscape reflects the Taipei (Taiwan) that 

Yin Zhaoyang sees at the moment. In the 

paintings of Taipei architecture, Yin Zhaoyang 

chooses Taipei 101 and The Grand Hotel 

as the main subjects. The two towering and 

magnificent buildings are the “city memorials” 

symbolizing Taipei. Using architecture as a 

principle background, Yin Zhaoyang’s recent 

works use a giant sawtooth scraper to scrape 

out concentric circles by rotation motion, 

and sprinkle the paintings with glittery 

golden powder and foil. After the process 

of scraping, the image of city architecture is 

damaged and blurred. But the visual effect of 

the revolved concentric circles constructs

another image seemingly deep into time 

tunnel. For the people in Taipei who see 

those grand “city memorials” every day, the 

architectureshave already become a scene collected in their memory box. In addition, the scraper 

technique is not only for visual decoration.  If we observe the painting closely, the texture of color 

circles bulged among scraped traces. Such texture reveals the creation of the nature of painting 

more deeply, as compared to the traditional oil painting or color-spray painting. The series of 

landscape is the beautiful scenes of Yangming Mountain.  Yin Zhaoyang uses crosswise brush 

technique (different from the technique used in Teresa Teng, he uses colors in this series) to depict 

the mountain forests and sulfur pits, to present the dense and moist scenery in rain and fog of 

Taiwan. “Yangming Mountain at Nightfall” depicts a scene of streetlights are lit on the way downhill, 

and the night scene of Taipei Basin faraway. Whether it is mountain forests, sulfur pits, or dusk on 

the way home, it feels like the visual image looking out from inside the car window. There are travel 

speeds of the car in the painting, while the speed constructs the element of time. Although time 

element is short, it has already created an important segment of Taipei memory.

The 13 paintings of Taipei (Taiwan), originating from Yin Zhaoyang’s memory of Taipei (Taiwan) 

and deriving from his personal observation and emotional feelings towards Taipei (Taiwan), have 

eventually become another part of Yin Zhaoyang’s memory.

經過毛澤東系列  “Passing by Mao Zedong” Series
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台北101-眩 Taipei 101-Dizzy, 2007 oil on canvas 200x200cm
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台北101 Taipei 101, 2007 oil on canvas 220x170cm
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陽明山黃昏 Yangming Mountain at Nightfall, 2007 oil on canvas 150x230cm







陽明山黃昏 (局部) Yangming Mountain at Nightfall (Detail)


